
Customer Name/Contract Number ________________

Trailer Number: _________________

Customer Initials: _______________

Employee Intials: OUT______IN _______

Number of Tie down Staps Taken ________

Right Side Tire(s) ________

Right Tail Light ________

Safety Chains ________

Left Tail Light ________

Left Side Tire(s) ________

Left Side Fender ________

Ramp(s) ________

Hitch ________

Jack ________

Tie Down Chains
and Boomers ________

EQUIPMENT
ABC
RENTALIN

C
.

Utility Trailers are not intended to haul rocks, dirt, sand, sod, bricks, gravel, lumber, �rewood, broken concrete, 
scrap iron or chemicals. Please mark o� items as inspected before trailer leaves the Facility. 
DAMAGE WAIVER DOES NOT COVER THE TRAILER. 
Have Customer Initial form and ABC Sta� Member please return to front desk. Attach to Open Contract.

Pre and Post Trailer Rental  Check o� Sheet

Lighting Harness ________

Right Side Fender ________



proper towing tongue weight should be no less than 10 percent of gross trailer weight (GTW) and no 

more than 15 percent. For example, tongue weight for a 10,000 pound trailer should be no less than 

1000lbs. and no more than 1500lbs. 

TONGUE WEIGHT: WHY IT’S KEY TO SAFE TRAILERING OR TOWING 

Imagine driving down the road on a vehicle with egg shaped tires. It would be pretty hard to control the 

vehicle or to drive safely. That's the kind of wobbly, out-of-control situation you might find yourself in if 

you try to tow a trailer with improper tongue weight 

How Tongue Weight Affects Your Vehicle 

The tongue weight is the static force the trailer tongue exerts on the hitch ball. Proper trailer tongue 

weight can make the difference between a safe trailer towing experience and a dangerous journey. If you 

don’t have enough weight on the trailer tongue, the trailer may be prone to swaying from side to side, 

making it difficult to control. Conversely, if you have too much weight exerted on the hitch ball, the force 

could overload the rear tires of the tow vehicle and push the rear end of the vehicle around. This could 

also negatively affect handling – you might not be able to go around corners and curves properly, and 

your vehicle may not stop quickly enough when you press the brake pedal. 

 What Is Proper Tongue Weight? 

For conventional trailers with ball-mounted hitches, proper tongue weight is roughly 10 to 15 percent of 

the total loaded trailer weight. For instance, if a 2,000-pound conventional trailer is loaded with 1,000 

pounds of cargo, the proper tongue weight of the loaded trailer should be between 300 and 450 pounds, or 

10-15 percent of the loaded 3,000 pound total. 
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Additionally, some restrictions may apply to the design of the hitch itself – for instance, some truck 

models towing trailers with tongue weights greater than 700-800 pounds should move from a weight-

carrying hitch to a weight-distributing hitch. Consult your owner’s manual or dealership for more detailed 

information. For gooseneck and fifth wheel trailers, which are designed to handle larger loads, proper 

tongue weight is between 15 and 30 percent of the loaded trailer weight. 

 Load Placement 

A correctly placed load is key to ensuring both a proper tongue weight and a safe trailering experience. 

An improper load condition can make for a dangerous trailering situation. According to the 2015 GMC 

Trailering Guide, to get the proper trailer tongue weight, you should put about 60 percent of the load 

centered evenly over the front half of the trailer. For instance, if that 2000-pound trailer is still carrying 

1000 pounds, roughly 600 pounds should be in the front half of the trailer. 

 Check and Balance 

Ensuring your trailer is properly balanced is key, and can easily be verified by visiting a public scale and weighing 

your vehicle and trailer a few times. In order to check your tongue weight, follow these steps: 

  

 Load your vehicle and trailer as they would be for your trip, and hitch the trailer to the tow vehicle 

 Drive the tow vehicle onto the scale platform so its wheels are on the scale, but do not pull the trailer tires 

onto the scale. The resulting figure is will be known as the “combined” weight. 

 After pulling off the scale, disconnect the trailer, and re-weigh only your tow vehicle on the scale. The 

resulting figure will be known as the “solo” weight. 

 Subtract the second figure (solo weight) from the first (combined weight) in order to determine your 

current tongue weight. 

 If the result of that calculation is within the proper tongue weight range for your loaded trailer, congratulations – 

you’re properly balanced! If not, don’t fret. If your tongue weight is too low, move the load forward a bit. If you 

need to reduce tongue weight, move the weight further back on the trailer. Once you have your proper balance, 

ensure the load is also evenly distributed on the left and right sides of the trailer, and secure it to prevent it from 

sliding while in motion. 

Reference GMC AND WEIGH SAFE 
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http://www.gmc.com/content/dam/GMC/global/master/nscwebsite/en/home/Tools/Download_A_Brochure/01_Images/2015-gmc-trailering-towing-guide.pdf
http://www.gmc.com/content/dam/GMC/global/master/nscwebsite/en/home/Tools/Download_A_Brochure/01_Images/2015-gmc-trailering-towing-guide.pdf

